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When the Mob Ruled
THE LYNCHING OF ELL PERSONS

W

hen Governor Patterson took action
against mob violence in northwest Tennessee in 1908, he did so due to concern
about the consequences of widespread lawlessness. The ongoing defiance of the
night riders could not be tolerated because it threatened social order. Nine years
later, a mob in Memphis defied the authorities, undermined order in the community, and briefly assumed the functions of law enforcement and government.'
Forming an invisible government,2 the mob held power in the county for a period
of several weeks.3
Such a breakdown of authority, culminating in a scheduled and announced
murder committed before thousands of witnesses,is particularly surprising in an
urban area. Memphis was a transportation hub and the largest urban area of the
Midsouth region. Memphis had a medical school, at least six hospitals, and three
business colleges. The city had 227 police officers. The 1917 Memphis City Directory asserted, "There is not a single unpleasing prospect in the certain future
of this wonderful Southern empire."4
The killing of Ell Persons has been described as "one of the most vicious
lynchings in American history" and as "remarkable even among violent acts for
its relentless savagery."5 Ell Persons was the only lynch victim to be burned
alive in Shelby County.'Even the ghastly lynching of Lee Walker in downtown
Memphis in 1893 did not approach the level of calculated brutality visited upon
Ell Persons. It is far from clear that Persons had anything to do with the crime
for which he was lynched. Persons went to his death based on evidence consisting of an irrelevant remark he had allegedly made to a white woman and the
fact that he lived near the site of the murder, that his ax was missing, and that
he "confessed" to the crime. In addition, law enforcement relied upon the preposterous assertion that Persons's image was imprinted in the eyes of the dead
victim.'
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"The Most Revolting Crime in the History of Shelby County":
The Murder of Antoinette Rappel
The murder of Antoinette Rappel,8 a schoolgirl who lived on Macon Road
at the outskirts of Memphis, was described in the local press as "the most revolting crime in the history of Shelby county."9 Rappel left her home about 6:00
A.M. on Monday, April 30, 1917, and rode her bicycle west toward her uncle's
dairy, where she waited each day for the Treadwell school wagon. She had picked
flowers, probably for her teacher, and was seen crossing the bridge over the Wolf
River, about two miles from her home.19 When she did not return home that evening, her mother thought that she had probably stayed with her aunt on the Memphis side of the river.11 When Antoinette did not come home Tuesday afternoon,
her mother drove to the aunt's house and learned that Antoinette had not been
there since Saturday and that she had not been seen by other relatives. Antoinette's brother-in-law Will Wilfong organized a search party Wednesday
morning; the searchers discovered her body Wednesday afternoon.12
The facts of the crime as reported in the local papers were gruesome. The
searchers found Antoinette's bicycle about one hundred feet from the road on the
west side of the Macon Road bridge. Looking around the area, they saw blood on
the ground and marks where an ax had struck the earth. The searchers noticed a
trail on the ground that looked as though something heavy had been dragged
along it. Following it for about fifty feet,the searchers came upon Rappel's body.
The News Scimitar described the scene:"Lying on its back, with arms and limbs
outstretched, and with clothing torn and disheveled, the headless trunk of Miss
Rappal's [sic] body was found. Near her right foot was the severed head, its
golden tresses clotted and tangled with blood. The wide-staring blue eyes bore a
frozen expression of horror." According to a doctor who examined the body,
death was caused by a gash on the top of the head. The doctor concluded that
Miss Rappel had been sexually assaulted, but could not determine whether this
happened before or after her death. Scratches and bruises on her shoulders and
arms seemed to indicate that she had resisted her attacker.13
The clues found at the crime scene consisted of the mark of an ax in the
ground, a man's white handkerchief with the corners torn off, a white vest or
coat, and recent car tracks.14 The investigation was intense, involving the sheriff's office, the city police, the victim's relatives, and the public. The first suspicion of law enforcement was that one or two black woodcutters working in the
area had committed the crime. Disagreement quickly developed between Sheriff
Mike G.Tate and the city detectives, with the sheriff continuing to focus on several woodcutters while the city police came to believe that the assailant was a
white man.15
DeWitt Ford was a nineteen-year-old black woodcutter who lived at the
National Cemetery, about three miles from the crime scene. He was deaf and
could not speak, read, or write. His odd behavior, beginning on Monday, April
30, was noted by several people; through gestures he seemed to be trying to
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indicate that someone's head had been cut off. No one paid attention to him
until the discovery of Antoinette Rappel's body Wednesday afternoon. Then
Ford was taken to the scene of the crime, where he acted out the crime, taking
the roles of the victim and killer, and indicating that he had witnessed the attack
from a location near the bridge. He then led the officers to a black woodcutter
named Dan Armstrong and indicated he was the murderer. The officers understood Ford to have communicated the following: Ford was to meet Armstrong,
who had stayed overnight near the bridge, at 6:30 Monday morning to cut wood.
As he arrived, Ford saw Antoinette Rappel riding her bicycle over the bridge. He
saw Armstrong jump out from behind a pile of timber at the west end of the
bridge and drag Rappel off her bicycle. Ford indicated that Armstrong had struck
Rappel on the head with the ax and then cut off her head. Based on this account,
officers arrested Dan Armstrong.Armstrong denied involvement in the crime but
told the officers repeatedly that Dewitt Ford knew who had committed the crime
and that they should make him tell them. Had it not been that Armstrong's white
employer, P. 0. Stockley, told law enforcement that Armstrong had been on his
front steps at 6:00 A.M. Monday,it is likely that Dan Armstrong, and not Ell Persons, would have been the victim of a lynching. But Stockley's account was confirmed by another white man, and Armstrong was out of danger for the time
being.16
On Saturday, May 5, the Commercial Appeal reported the city detectives'
suspicion that the crime had been committed by a white man. Rappel's bicycle
had been discovered leaning against a tree about one hundred feet from the road,
with her belongings still in the basket. This seemed to indicate that she had not
been forcibly seized and dragged away from the road. The detectives thought she
would not have left the road to go to a black man but might have followed a
white man she knew. In addition, the detectives noted that the handkerchief and
coat found at the scene were not the type carried by "negroes of the class" to
which Armstrong and Ford belonged.17 The Memphis Press quoted Dr. Lee A.
Stone, local doctor and former head of Associated Charities: "It is practically a
certainty ... that this terrible crime has been committed by a white man." Dr.
Stone believed that the killer was a necrophiliac who killed Antoinette Rappel
before sexually abusing her.18
The evening of the same day, the News Scimitar carried a story about a
white man wearing a light colored suit who had "acted strangely" while at a train
depot in Woodstock, a town east of Memphis, the evening of the day the crime
was committed. Two city detectives were assigned to investigate, but no further
mention of the man appears in the newspapers. The significance of his light suit
is that a white vest or coat had been found near the place of the murder.19
A week after the crime, a white man claimed the handkerchieffound at the
crime scene as his and also explained the presence of recent car tracks nearby.
He told the police that he and several friends had driven to the area about 8:30
Monday morning to search for ferns. He claimed to have seen a white man,
"bareheaded and apparently much excited," leave the underbrush and walk away
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quickly down the road.20 There is no indication that the police ever considered
this man as a suspect or asked for confirmation of his account from his friends.

"A Negro Capable of Committing Such a Crime":
Ell Persons as a Suspect
While the sheriff was questioning Ford and Armstrong, and while the city
detectives pursued their theory of a white murderer, Ell Persons also came to the
attention of law enforcement. E. J. Brooks, a white man, told Sheriff Tate that
Persons had frightened his wife. Persons had worked for Brooks for about eight
months. In February of 1917, according to Brooks, Persons
was busy churning, and my wife was in the same room with him. All of
a sudden he quit churning, sprang up, and began staring wildly at Mrs.
Brooks. He was in a quiver all over.
"I had a dream about you last night," he said, and as he spoke he
made like he wanted to lunge at my wife. She ran away in a terrific
fright, and told me....
My first impulse was to put a hole in the fiend, but rather than cause
any trouble, I fired [him]....I wish now I had killed him.21
After Persons's indictment, Sheriff Tate thanked Brooks for mentioning his suspicions of Persons. The sheriff stated that Persons's alleged remark to Mrs.
Brooks that he had dreamed about her "was charged with possibilities. It showed
that Persons was a negro capable of committing a crime such as the Rappel murder. It gave us the first inkling of his brutish proclivities and we lost no time taking him into custody."22 In the course of the investigation, officers had searched
the homes of blacks living in the area of the crime, demanding to see their
axes. Persons did not have an ax or a convincing explanation of why it was
missing.23
Ell Persons was taken into custody and released twice. Officers had him
followed to see if he would go to the area of the crime, which he did not do. On
Sunday, May 6, Persons was arrested for the third and final time.24 He was held
and questioned in the Shelby County jail. Accounts of the time and details of
Persons's confession are somewhat contradictory. All accounts, however, emphasize that the sheriff and deputies led Persons to believe that there was blood
on his shoes. The Memphis Press recounted the events leading to the confession:
The sheriff, with [detectives] Brunner and Hoyle, past masters in the art
of the third degree, coaxed, cajoled, beat, whipped, threatened, pleaded
with the Negro to no avail.
But finally, at the psychological moment, when the black man's resistance was worn to the breaking point, Detective Hoyle pointed suddenly to the Negro's shoes.
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"There's blood on your shoes now!" he said, sharply, accusingly.
Person faltered. He looked down...."The city chemist can tell if it is
human blood," said Tate."Take off those shoes."
[An hour later Tate returned with the shoes and said] "It's human
blood,"...Person's eyes widened He shuffled lower in his chair. He
gazed down at the floor. Then he half whispered the words that cleared
the most atrocious murder mystery in the history of this county.
"I DID IT; I KILLED HER!" were Person's words.
According to another article in the same day's Memphis Press, the city chemist
found no blood on Persons's shoes or pants.25

Threats of Lynching: Law Enforcement Yields to the Mob
The authorities were aware that a lynching was likely before they had even
identified a suspect. The "Report of Homicide" prepared by the police department noted, "Feeling among the people living near the girls home is running
high and should the slayer be captured violence is feared."26 The publicity the
case had received in the local press had done nothing to calm the public mood.
Word of Persons's confession quickly became public and Sheriff Tate decided to
move him out of the county immediately to avoid a lynching.
Two detectives and a deputy sheriff left the Memphis jail with Persons at
3:30 A.M., Tuesday, May 8, and took the train for Nashville.27 The sheriff was
correct to anticipate mob violence. The Commercial Appeal reported that the officers "ran the gamut at every station." At Jackson they had to transfer trains and
were met by a mob of 150 men demanding the prisoner. The officers managed to
persuade the mob that the man they were escorting was an escaped convict, not
Persons. At Lexington another mob of sixty men confronted the officers, but
again they were able to convince the mob that they did not have Persons. The
newspaper reported "angry demonstrations" at other small stations between
Memphis and Nashville.28 This experience should have convinced law enforcement that they were dealing with angry, determined, and well-organized wouldbe lynchers. Events in Memphis the next day gave further evidence of the mob's
boldness and organization.
A crowd gathered in downtown Memphis on Tuesday morning, and by afternoon it included about five hundred people. Leaders of the group demanded
and received permission from the sheriff to search the county jail:"From cellar
to attic they went, examining every cell and every room and corner"; when they
did not find Persons, the mob went to the city jail. There the chief of police allowed a similar search. After failing to find Persons in either jail, the mob sent a
"delegation" to the courthouse to ask the attorney general where he was. Despite
the assurances of officials and these searches, the mob believed that Persons was
in Memphis, and they remained downtown, "sullen and determined," refusing
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police orders to disperse. Telegrams from the officers who had escorted Persons
to Nashville seem to have temporarily convinced the mob members that Persons
was beyond their reach, and the crowds dispersed around sundown29
Later that night, the mob gathered again and insisted on again searching
the county jail. Extra police were called in, some of them staying out of the sight
of the mob. The mob sent a committee to search the jail; after going through
"every nook and corner" of the jail they returned and announced that Persons
was not in the jail. The Commercial Appeal noted that the committee had awakened black prisoners to see if any ofthem resembled Persons:"There were about
75 or 100 badly scared negroes in the jail while the search was being made." According to the News Scimitar, open threats were made against Sheriff Tate. The
newspaper described Tate in his office in the jail, "cool and collected, and puffing quietly on a cigar."3° Boyce House, a Commercial Appeal reporter, remembered Tate's demeanor differently in his memoir:"In his office in the jail, behind
drawn shades,the pale sheriff started nervously when the telephone rang.'Don't
answer that,' he squeaked.'"31
After the search of the jail yielded no evidence of Persons's presence, the
mob went at midnight to nearby Court Square to listen to speeches and gather
names of those who knew Ell Persons. Deciding that he might still be concealed
in the city jail/police station, the mob marched up Second Street to police headquarters, where they "made a rush on all entrances." They were turned back by
police reserves, and at least two mob members were arrested on charges of
carrying pistols. Once again the mob demanded to search the jail; once again the
authorities complied; once again, the mob failed to find Ell Persons. At that point
the crowd finally dispersed. The next day,the News Scimitar wrote that the intention of the mobs that formed in downtown Memphis was "to take Persons to the
spot where he murdered Miss Rappal [sic]... and burn him at a stake?"3z
The same day that mobs were searching for Ell Persons, Judge Puryear ordered that Rappel's body be disinterred in order that her eyes could be photographed. This was done in the belief that the last image she had seen before
death would be imprinted in her retinas. Members of the Memphis Society of
Ophthalmology and Oto-Laryngology passed a resolution stating that the eye
could not possibly retain an image. Despite this, the Commercial Appeal reported
that the procedure revealed "the outlines of a full-faced, large featured man" visible when the photograph was viewed under a microscope. The News Scimitar
wentfurther and asserted that the police said that the image was"a likeness ofPersons."33 In another development the same day,the Shelby County grandjury heard
testimony and issued an indictment against Persons for first-degree murder.34
The determination and coordinated efforts of those who sought to lynch
Persons were demonstrated again during the weeks he was held in Nashville.
Rumors that a mob was going to come from Memphis to Nashville to lynch Persons may have been the reason why the Davidson County sheriff briefly removed Persons from the Nashville jail on May 16.35 The Shelby County mob
members clearly were watching the Davidson County jail and Sheriff Tate's
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movements. Tate made a trip to Nashville on an unrelated matter and attempted
to return to Memphis on Wednesday, May 16. He was met by a mob of about one
hundred men at the train station at Arlington, some miles east of Memphis.The
mob demanded to know if the sheriff had Persons with him. When Tate said he
did not and left the station in a car with four of his deputies, some members of
the mob pursued him in their cars. Tate eluded them and fled to Mississippi, giving rise to concern that he had been captured by the mob. Law enforcement officers who went in search of Tate were stopped "at nearly every cross road ... by
bands of grim and determined men armed with shotguns." In fact, Tate had fled
to Mississippi, where he remained until Friday May 18.36
The Commercial Appeal reported that the mob had men watching
Nashville and Jackson to learn of any attempt to move Persons. In addition, the
mob operated with complete impunity in the eastern part of Shelby County,
searching incoming trains and stopping and searching cars on county roads.
When rumor held that Tate had been seen with a black prisoner in Mississippi, a
mob searched for him across the state line, while another mob attempted to
break into the Shelby County jail. On the night of Thursday, May 17, mobs
posted guards around the jail, police station, and courthouse in downtown
Memphis.37
Nothing could have more clearly indicated the power of the mob and the
weakness of the law than the sheriff's undignified flight to Mississippi. Chief
Deputy Condon's explanation,"The reason Mr. Tate ran from Arlington and is in
hiding ...is because the mob at Arlington seriously threatened to lynch the
sheriff for protecting the negro," was hardly calculated to inspire confidence that
law enforcement held the upper hand in Shelby County.38 The News Scimitar
noted, "Not since the days of the Ku-Klux Klan, when the white-robed horsemen galloped over the same roads that the mob squads patrolled Wednesday
night, have such conditions existed in the county."39
Local officials understood the danger of returning Ell Persons to Shelby
County. The events of May 16 and 17 provided convincing evidence of the organization, determination, size, and strength of the mob and the inability of the
sheriff to control mob members. On May 17, Judges Puryear and Harsh of the
Shelby County criminal court wrote to Gov. Thomas C. Rye to inform him that
if a lynching were to be avoided, it would be necessary to send the militia to protect Ell Persons at trial.
We think it necessary and proper to address you in regard to the very serious condition which has arisen here in regard to the Ell Persons
case.... The feeling is very intense and not only are threats being
openly made that the negro will be lynched as soon as returned; but violence is being threatened against the officials and especially against the
Sheriff and some of his deputies....
We think it absolutely necessary that the Defendant be arraigned for
trial in this County at once and we know that a return of the prisoner
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here without the protection of the Militia would result in his certain
death at the hands of the mob.
We understand that the Attorney-General and the Sheriff have made
a call upon you for the Militia and we are writing to give you our views
and to join them in the call or request.4°
This extraordinary letter reached the governor's office the next day,
Friday,
May 18. Hallum Goodloe, Governor Rye's secretary,telegrammed
Judge Puryear
informing him that the governor was in Tullahoma that day but
would return at
7 P.M. and that "unless some more serious developments require will
not present
your letter till he returns?' An undated handwritten note appear
s in Governor
Rye's correspondence:"Gov The reason I did not call you about
this I thought it
would unnecessarily annoy you HWG."41 Whether the letter
annoyed Governor
Rye or not, no reply or further acknowledgment of it appears in
his correspondence.The letter from thejudges establishes beyond doubt that the
governor was
fully aware of the situation and knew that Persons would be
lynched if he were
returned to Shelby County without the protection of troops.
Nonetheless, Governor Rye made no attempt to prevent Persons's return to Shelby
County, and he
provided no troops to protect him.
Ell Persons's arraignment and trial were scheduled to be held
on Friday,
May 25, before Judge Puryear. On Monday, May 21, Judge Puryea
r appointed
two lawyers, L. J. Monteverde and Robert H. Prescott,42 to
represent Persons,
despite their open reluctance to do so. Prescott told the judge
that he had provided evidence in the case to the attorney general and thus
had a conflict, and
Monteverde argued that defending Persons "would require him
to surrender his
feelings as a man in obedience to his duties as an officer of the
court."43 Apparently the judge was not moved by these pleas, as both men
were listed on Persons's case jacket as his attorneys. Persons's lawyers did not reques
t a change of
venue. Even had they done so, the law required that he be presen
t in court when
the application for change of venue was made 44
By the time the lawyers were appointed, Persons was alread
y on his way
back to Shelby County. He was removed from the Nashville
jail at 3:00 A.M. on
May 21 by deputies R.B.Wilroy and G.E.Thomas on the order
of Sheriff Mike
Tate. The plan was to take Persons to Memphis by train, going
first to Birmingham, then taking the Frisco train through Mississippi to
Memphis. The mob,
however, was informed of this plan and several hundred men
met the train as it
came into Potts Camp, Mississippi. The deputies offered
no resistance and
handed Persons over to the mob. The Nashville Tennessean and
Nashville American reported that the deputies had received instructions from
Memphis "not to
risk their lives in defense of the black." Clearly the abduct
ion was carefully
planned and organized. The Commercial Appeal commented
on the "perfect
order" maintained by the leaders of the mob, whom the paper
referred to as the
"committee which had planned and executed the capture."45
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The Lynching
On Tuesday morning, May 22, the Commercial Appeal ran a front-page
story under the following headline:
MOB CAPTURES SLAYER
OF THE RAPPEL GIRL
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Ell Persons to Be Lynched Near
Scene of Murder
MAY RESORT TO BURNING

The Nashville Tennessean and Nashville American also reported that the men
who had abducted Persons were taking him to the scene of the crime to lynch
him.46 Despite these public announcements of the scheduled time and place of
the lynching, and despite the fact that fifteen hours elapsed between Persons's
capture and his death, there is no record that any law enforcement officers made
an effort to regain custody of Persons or to prevent the lynching. In fact, Memphis police may have been spectators and active participants in the violence.
Boyce House, a CommercialAppeal reporter who gave an eyewitness account of
the lynching in his memoir, wrote that he went "with four policemen in plain
clothes to the scene (they had no intention of stopping the lynching but wanted
to see it)."47
A crowd had begun gathering at the Wolf River bridge at about 3 P.M.
Monday,several hours before Persons was abducted from the officers. Hundreds
of cars from Memphis and the rural parts of the county were parked on both
sides of the road; traffic was directed by a "long, lank countryman, who flourished a pistol menacingly." House described the scene:
No effort was made at disguise, not even so much as a hat-brim pulled
low or an overcoat collar turned up. Many rifles and shotguns could be
seen. Farmers and workers were numerous. There were many others
who were business men, professional men and clerical workers, probably there as sight-seers rather than as participants, though no doubt in
sympathy with the business at hand.48
Despite a torrential rain and cold wind during the night, some people remained
at the site all night. Others left at 2 or 3 A.M. to go home and sleep, returning
early in the morning. The headlines in the morning papers brought hundreds
from the city.49
The "committee" that had abducted Persons had been delayed by the
weather and the condition of the roads. Several times their cars became stuck
and had to be pulled out by mules. Between eight and nine in the morning, approximately fifteen hours after Persons had been taken from the officers, several
leaders of the abductors finally arrived at the Macon Road bridge and began
preparations for the lynching, moving cars off the levee, digging a pit, clearing
trees and underbrush, and assuring the crowd that the group with Persons was
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near. The crowd was told that Mrs. Woods, Antoinette Rappel's mother, would
be brought to the scene to confront Ell Persons. Mrs. Woods arrived at almost the
same moment that the car with Persons reached the site.5° House reported that a
man who took charge of the proceedings, "raising his hand like the master of
ceremonies at a prize fight club ... was one of the policemen whom I had accompanied" to the scene of the lynching.5
'Using the same phrase to describe
this man,the Commercial Appeal reported the scene that followed:
The master of ceremonies raised his hands to command silence, and announced that the mother of the murdered girl desired to make a statement. The crowd surged closer to catch her words, which proved to be
audible for a distance of about 50 feet.
"I want to thank all my friends who have worked so hard in my behalf," she said. "Let the negro suffer as my little girl suffered, only 10
times worse."
"We'll burn him," the crowd yelled.
"Yes, bum him on the spot where he killed my little girl," she
said....
The master of ceremonies announced that a collection would be
taken to erect a monument at the grave of the murdered girl. Several hats
were passed through the crowd, and into each was poured a stream of
silver coins and bills.52
The car in which Persons was confined was pushed to the top of the
levee, and it was announced that Persons would speak to the crowd. Persons's
voice did not carry, but one of the mob leaders repeated what he said to the
crowd. Persons was reported to have said that Dan Armstrong planned the crime,
that Persons had cut off Antoinette Rappel's head, and that Dewitt Ford was also
involved. Mrs. Woods said that if Armstrong and Ford were guilty, they should
also be killed.
Persons was taken from the car and led down the levee.53 He was tied with
a rope and suspended over the pit that had been dug earlier. The leaders of the
mob decided not to proceed in this way, however, and they took Persons down
and chained him to a large log. Someone doused him with gallons of gasoline,
over the protests of those who wanted Persons to bum slowly. At this moment a
man known as "Brother Royal," reported by the Commercial Appeal to be a minister, called for silence and said, "It has been suggested that prayer be offered.... But I am opposed to that, for he didn't give the little lady any
opportunity for prayer." The crowd,being in agreement with this opinion, denied
Persons the time to pray. The leaders made several efforts to make the crowd
move back, including using a rope to force them to retreat some distance. Then
fire was applied. The Commercial Appeal and Memphis Press reported that Persons's death was almost instantaneous, but the News Scimitar wrote that he was
"slowly roasted to death." The papers agreed that he made no outcry. The News
Scimitar reported a particularly horrible detail:
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While the fire, starting at [Persons's] feet, crept slowly toward his face
a 10 year old negro boy was placed on the other end of the log.
"Take a good look, boy," someone told him. "We want you to remember this the longest day you live. This is what happens to niggers
who molest white women."54
As soon as Persons was dead, many people began leaving the scene,some
going in search of Armstrong and Ford. The return to the city was slow, due to
the number of cars parked along the road and a large number of people still arriving. Estimates of the crowd at the lynching ranged from the Commercial Appeal's five thousand to the News Scimitar's seven thousand to the Memphis
Press's fifteen thousand.
After Persons's death, his body was dismembered, with various parts
taken by people in the crowd. While the body was still burning,"one man in the
crowd cut out the negro's heart, two others cut off his ears, while another hacked
off his head."85 The News Scimitar wrote,"Women with children in their arms
stampeded with several hundred men in the rush for souvenirs. Bits of Persons'
clothing were snatched from his burning body and the huge rope with which he
was first secured was cut into shreds."86 People continued arriving at the scene
after the lynching and thousands came out during the day, many seeking souvenirs. The tree under which Antoinette Rappel's body was found was stripped
of bark and branches. On the afternoon of the lynching, three men, yelling,
"Take this with our compliments," threw Persons's head and foot from a car at a
group of African Americans at the corner of Beale Street and Rayburn Boulevard. Tony Schiro, a barber whose shop stood at Linden Avenue and Main Street,
was arrested and charged with a misdemeanor for having part of Persons's ear on
display in his shop.57
The headlines of the Commercial Appeal on Wednesday, May 23 read:
THOUSANDS CHEERED WHEN NEGRO BURNED
Ell Persons Pays Death Penalty for Killing Girl
OIL IS POURED ON FIRE
WANTED BLACK TO SUFFER
The newspaper noted,"It was an execution probably without parallel in the history of the south. The approximate hour and place of the lynching were advertised widely, but the organized forces of law and order, operating through the
medium of the courts, dared not say nay to the outraged community."58
The News Scimitar published a series of "lynch bulletins" on the front
page of the May 22 paper. These capture mundane details of the scene at the
lynching:
Two trucks loaded with bottled drinks did a landoffice business at the
scene of the lynching. The thirsty thousands soon depleted the supply.
Conspicuous among the mob were several venders [sic] of sandwiches
and chewing gum. Their sales were enormous.
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Several "gallant" members of the mob strove to open up an unobstructed view of the negro's burning body for women who were unable
to get close enough to witness the affair. The attempt failed because of
the jam around the pyre.
Broken-down automobiles lined the roads from the scene all the way
to town. Owners were unable to get service from Memphis, negro
chauffeurs fearing to appear in the vicinity.
In response to Persons's supposed statement that Dewitt Ford and Dan
Armstrong were involved in the crime, several hundred men set out from the
scene of the lynching to find them. Ford, the deaf man, was caught first near the
National Cemetery where he lived; he had a shotgun, but was disarmed and put
under guard in a garage. Armstrong, whom Ford had implicated to the police,
was found late in the afternoon.59
With Armstrong and Ford in their custody, and with no interference from
law enforcement, the mob held an extraordinary "trial." The fullest account appeared in the News Scimitar of May 23:
It was the strangest trial in the annals of Shelby county, and upon the
verdict depended the lives of two men. The "unseen hand" of an "invisible government" which has held full sway in the rural districts for more
than a week, ordered their arrest, conducted the investigation and released them.
"Court" was held on a country lane, guarded at each end by bands of
armed men with instructions to permit no one to pass, just as the last
rays of twilight merged into darkness. Two terrified negroes, upon
whose minds the horrible death of Persons was indelibly impressed,
stood between guards, trembling nervously....
"Witnesses" were examined, each being questioned closely by the
"unseen hand." The formality of the oath was dispensed with, and they
dealt as man to man, determined to punish the guilty but resolved not to
take human life as long as one iota of doubt existed. Several men established an alibi for Dewitt Ford.... Armstrong proved an alibi by several reputable white witnesses and was released.60
A crowd of at least one hundred who did not know of the "acquittal" of the two
returned to the scene of Persons's lynching and waited several hours expecting
that Armstrong and Ford would also be burned.61 Table 10 provides a summary
of events in Ell Persons's case.

The Aftermath
Legal Developments
From the time Persons was abducted in Mississippi through the "trial" of
Armstrong and Ford, law enforcement in Shelby County yielded entirely to the
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mob. With the exception of the arrest of the barber who displayed Persons's ear
and the arrest of two men who had tried to storm the jail in early May, no participants in the lynching faced any legal consequences whatsoever. A small article in the News Scimitar the day of the lynching, however, indicates that law
enforcement was not entirely passive on that day. A black chauffeur, George Ingram, allegedly said to his coworkers, perhaps in reference to the lynching,
"Well, we're through, boys. Take your flags off," and pulled the American flag
from his car. This "seditious" act was met with instant arrest and investigation by
special agents of the Department of Justice.62
On the day of the lynching, a coroner's jury met at the scene and held an
inquest. The verdict was that "Persons came to his death from unknown causes
at the hands of unknown persons, he having been identified as the slayer of Miss
Antionette Rappel."63 Persons's death certificate also notes his purported confession. Under cause of death is written: "The Deceased Ell C.Persons came to his
death from unknown causes to this jury the Deceased being the confess [sic]
Slayer of [illegible] Rapel [sic]." The county morgue entry for Persons contains
a brief note:"We buried part of the body such as could be found. This is the confessed slayer of Annoitte [sic] Rappel who was lynched." Persons's case jacket
closes with the note "Abated by death."64
A few days after the lynching, Judge D. B. Puryear charged the Shelby
County grand jury on the case. Although the judge told the jurors to "act fearlessly, fairly, and impartially" and to return indictments against all guilty parties, he did not grant them inquisitorial powers.In other words, the jurors could
hear evidence brought to them voluntarily but had no power to summon witnesses. Given that Judge Puryear himself noted the overwhelming support of
the community (meaning, of course, the white community)for the lynching, it
is not surprising that no charges were ever brought against any of the participants.65
No further legal action was taken. The local newspapers had identified
John Sailor as one ofthe men in the car with Persons when he was brought to the
Macon Road bridge. When the crowd was unable to hear Persons's last statement, Sailor called it out to them.66 Sailor had been involved in the early investigation ofPersons and had been subpoenaed to testify to the grand jury. Although
he had been publicly identified as a mob leader and the authorities knew how to
contact him, there is no record that he was ever even questioned, much less arrested or indicted, for his role in the lynching.
Perhaps the most chilling example of the mob members' confidence in
their impunity from legal consequences is the announcement published in the
News Scimitar the day after the lynching. Under a headline reading,"Contribute
$261 Toward Monument for Negro's Victim," the paper recounted that members
of the crowd at the lynching had donated money for a monument for Antoinette
Rappel. The paper listed the name, address, and phone number of R. H. Brown,
who had gathered the money at the scene of the lynching,for the convenience of
those who might still wish to make a contribution.67
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TABLE 10 Ell Persons Timeline, April—May 1917
Murder of Antoinette Rappel at Wolf River Bridge

Mon.,Apr. 30, ca. 6:30 A.M.

Family realized she was missing

Tues., May 1, afternoon

Search party organized

Wed., May 2, morning

Body discovered

Wed., May 2,late afternoon

DeWitt Ford and Dan Armstrong arrested and
questioned

Thurs., May 3

Antoinette Rappel's funeral and burial, Forest Hill
Cemetery

Thurs., May 3

Ell Persons arrested and released

Thurs., May 3, night

Ell Persons arrested and released

Fri., May 4

Ell Persons arrested and held in jail

Sun., May 6

Supposed confession by Persons

Mon., May 7, afternoon/night

Deputies take Persons to Nashville for safety;
mobs meet the train at several stations

Tues., May 8, 3:30 A.M.

Antoinette Rappel's body disinterred; eyes
photographed

Tues., May 8

Grand jury indicts Persons for first-degree murder

Tues., May 8

First mob goes to jail

Tues., May 8, 1:00 P.M.

Second mob goes to jail; threatens Sheriff Tate

Tues., May 8, 8:30 P.M.

Mob searches trains from Nashville

Tues., May 15, night

Sheriff Tate chased by mob on his return from
Nashville

Wed., May 16

Mob searches trains and cars coming into
Shelby County

Thurs., May 17

Mob attempts to break into Shelby County jail

Thurs., May 17, 3:00 A.M.

Mob searches for Sheriff Tate in Mississippi

Thurs., May 17, morning

Mob posts guard at jail, courthouse, and police
station

Thurs., May 17—Fri. 18

Judges write letter to Governor Rye requesting militia

Thurs., May 17

Sheriff Tate reappears in Memphis

Fri., May 18, morning

Governor Rye receives request from judges
for militia

Fri., May 18

Deputies take Persons from Nashville

Mon., May 21, 3:00 A.M.

Attorneys appointed to represent Persons

Mon., May 21

Mob begins forming at Wolf River bridge,
Macon Road

Mon., May 21, 3:00 P.M.
(continued)
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TABLE 10 Ell Persons Timeline, April—May 1917(continued)

'1 -May 1917
m,)
„.,Apr. 30, ca. 6:30 A.M.
May 1, afternoon
}v,-;r1., May 2, morning
May 2, late afternoon

Persons abducted from officers at Potts Camp,
Mississippi

Mon., May 21, early evening

Mob waits for arrival of abductors and Persons
Large mob gathers at bridge

Mon., May 21, overnight
Tues., May 22, early A.M.

Abductors with Persons in Collierville
Abductors with Persons pass through
Germantown
Abductors arrive at bridge with Persons

Tues., May 22, early A.M.

Lynching of Ell Persons at Wolf River bridge,
Macon Rd.
Persons' head and foot thrown at crowd on Beale
Street

Tues., May 22, 9:30 A.M.

May 7, aftemooninight

Coroner's jury holds inquest

Tues., May 22, afternoon

May 8, 3:30 A.M.

People visit site of lynching and take souvenirs

Tues., May 22, and Wed.,
May 23, all day

May 8

"Trial" of Ford and Armstrong by mob; both released

Tues., May 22, evening

urs., May 3
May 3
, May 3, night
\t.y 4
\lay 6

May 8
May 8, 1:00 P.M.

Tues., May 22,6:50 A.M.
Tues., May 22, 9:00 A.M.

Tues., May 22, 1:00 P.M.

Meeting of ministers to denounce lynching

Thurs., May 24, afternoon

Judge Puryear charges grand jury on lynching

Fri., May 25

May 8, 8:30 P.M.
May 15, night

Local and Tennessee Reactions to the Lynching
The strongest protest from a local newspaper was the editorial published
in the Herald. Addressing Governor Rye,the paper asked:

ay 16
May 17
y 17, 3:00 A.M.
y 17, morning
y 17—Fri. 18
17
morning
11
21, 3:00 A.M.
21
31, 3:00 P.M.

(continued)

Is it not a fact that you were asked to send soldiers to Memphis to protect Ell Persons so he could get a fair trial?
Did not Attorney-General Hunter Wilson ask you for two companies
of soldiers in the trial?...
Did not Mayor Ashcroft do practically the same?
In all these terribly menacing conditions, with these requests, these
facts, the volume of newspaper publications, too, why did you not act to
save Memphis and Shelby County from what happened and what the
law officials told you was prospective?68
The Nashville Tennessean and Nashville American denounced the lynching in halfhearted terms. The paper refused to say that mob law was never justified; in fact, the editor wrote that the Ku Klux Klan,"a magnificently organized
mob, saved civilization on the American continent."69 Still, the editor concluded,
Persons would have been executed legally if tried, and that would have caused
him more suffering than had the lynching, an outcome the editor considered to
be desirable.
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One ofthe few organized local protests against the lynching came from the
Jewish Brotherhood, which, at the urging of Rabbi William H. Fineshriber,
passed a resolution calling the lynching "a shameful thing ... a disgrace to law,
order and decency of the community."7° Two days after Persons's death, approximately twenty clergymen, including half a dozen African Americans, met concerning the lynching. They issued a statement to the press confessing their
"dereliction of duty" in not warning the public against mob violence and charging the leaders of the community with failure to resist the mob's "anarchic designs."71 The New York Age reported a meeting of the Memphis City Club at
which a proposal was made to pass a resolution calling for the resignation of
Sheriff Tate due to his failure to protect Persons. The paper quoted George R.
James, a prominent Memphis businessman, who spoke against the resolution:
"Public opinion is higher than most any law; and whenever the law of God and
the law of man conflict, the law of man must take a back seat. I believe it is a
God-given law that such fiends should be punished with sudden death." In an editorial, the same paper noted that "Memphis, Tennessee, is the most murderous
city on earth. The gruesome human sacrifice which was performed there recently
merely caps a record for the killing of human beings that the city has held for
years against all contestants."72
Governor Rye's correspondence contains a number of letters protesting
the lynching of Ell Persons?' A white woman in Memphis wrote the governor
asking,"If a white man should murder a negro woman, and a negro mob should
throw the white man's charred head at us—what then?" The writer went on to
say that every mob member should go to prison for life and be "taught civilization."74 Charles Cansler, a well-known African American educator from
Knoxville, wrote Governor Rye a long and thoughtful letter in early 1918, challenging him to take action?'
The Negro Medical Association, which had planned to hold its 1917 convention in Memphis,changed the site to Philadelphia to protest Persons's lynching.76 Local blacks responded to Persons's death by organizing. Three weeks
after the lynching, over fifty people paid dues at an organizing meeting for an
NAACP chapter, and hundreds more joined over the next few months. The chapter did not long remain active, however.77 One unsigned letter from an African
American living in Memphis gives a glimpse of the response of the local black
community to the lynching:
Mr. Rye dear sir I am riteing in these few lines—hope that it will take
some afect the white pes. some ofthem of the mob of Ell Person or banton us about the burning of the negro some say I have one of his toes
hanging up at my back gate so you might no how we feal over the matter we or human an have human fealing....i hope that you will except
ofthis letter an let us feal like we have aright to live here as a human....
All so our paper the chicago defender. Chief Perry of policeman for
bided the sale of it in this city how can we live in such a place that we
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or not aloud to handle papers of our race—
itis hard it is hard it is hard—
to live here
Despite these protests, there is nothing to indicate that
most white Memphians
reflected deeply over the lynching or considered themse
lve
s much to blame.Two
days after Ell Persons was burned alive, residents of Mem
phi
s held a war bond
rally where speakers denounced Germany
as uncivilized?,
National Protests
Persons's lynching was widely covere
d by newspapers around the
country
and protests came from outside Tennessee and
the South."Immediately afte
lynching,the Boston branch of
r the
the Equal Rights League sent
a telegram to President Woodrow Wilson asking him to
intervene and protect the two
other suspects from lynching. The telegram not
ed that the president spoke out
for
"justice
and humanity for foreign nations" and urg
ed him to do the same for "tw
million colored American citizens
elve
?"81 The New Republic publis
hed a brief article about the lynching, condemning
it as "filthy degeneracy" and
"barbarous
cruelty."82
The African American press pass
ionately denounced the lynchi
ng. A particularly forceful editorial in the
Amsterdam News referred to
the
lyn
chers as
"fiends" and "the white savages of
the South." The editorial called
upo
n
blacks
to resist lynching with more than prot
ests and appeals."On the whi
te man's head
the sin, but in our hands must be
the saving power!" The writer
noted that it was
fine to make the world safe for
democracy, but"WE MUST MAK
E
IT SAFE TO LIVE
IN AMERICA."83 Most sho
ckingly, the Chicago Defender
of September 8, 1917,
carried a photograph purported to
be of Ell Persons's severed hea
d. The text accompanying the picture stated
that many such pictures wer
e sold to whites in
Memphis after the lynching."On
e friend of the Race got hold
of it and sent it to
us so the world could know
and be convinced that what we
printed about the
Memphis outrage was true."84
A large protest march was hel
d in New York City in July of
1917 in response to the lynchings of Ell
Persons and of Jesse Washingto
n in Waco, Texas,
and the riot in East Saint Lou
is. Ten thousand African Ame
rican men, women,
and children marched silently
down Fifth Avenue to the beat
of muffled drums.
The marchers handed out pam
phlets explaining their reason
s for marching,
which included the statement:"W
e march because we want to mak
e impossible
a repetition of Waco,Memphis
and East St. Louis by arousing
the conscience of
the country, and to bring the
murderers of our brothers, sist
ers, and innocent
children to justice?"85
NAACP Field Secretary James
Weldon Johnson came to Mem
phis to investigate the lynching. He spe
nt ten days in Memphis talking
with "the sheriff,
with newspaper men, with a few
white citizens, and many col
ored ones" and
reading through local newspa
per coverage of events." Johnso
n concluded there
was no evidence that Persons had
killed Antoinette Rappel. Robert
R.Church,a
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highly successful black Memphis businessman, took Johnson to the site of the
lynching, where he found that "all the paraphernalia of the unspeakable orgy
were still there.... At the base of this iron rail to which Ell Person had been
chained the earth was still black and charred; at its top, placed there to mark the
spot, there floated an American flag."87 Writing later in his memoir Along This
Way, James Weldon Johnson reflected upon his trip to the scene of Persons's
death and wrote that "the truth flashed over me that in large measure the race
question involves the saving of black America's body and white America's
soul."88

Conclusion
Although it is possible to reconstruct more details of this case than of any
other lynching in this study, much is still unknown and a number of important
questions remain unanswered. Dewitt Ford's behavior is one of the most puzzling aspects ofthe case. Did he really know anything about the crime? If the accounts of his behavior before the discovery ofthe victim's body are reliable,then
he must have had some direct knowledge of the crime, since he could neither
read nor hear, and thus could not have learned of it otherwise.Ford seemed to be
trying to tell the sheriff that he had witnessed the crime and consistently indicated that Armstrong was the killer. But at his "trial," several people provided alibis for Ford; if these were true, he could not have witnessed the murder. In any
event, Ford never implicated Persons.
The lack of convincing evidence against Persons raises the question of
whether he in fact had anything to do with Antoinette Rappel's death or whether
he was simply the most vulnerable suspect to come to the attention of the police.89 Certainly the case against him was very weak, and some of the evidence
was ridiculous, although his confession probably would have been a sufficient
basis for a jury verdict of guilty had he gone to trial. The theory that Antoinette
Rappel had known her attacker and had gone to him willingly, and thus that he
was likely to be a white man, was briefly explored by the city police and was
consistent with the statement of one person in the area that he had seen a white
man hurriedly leaving the place of the crime soon after its occurrence. All evidence pointing toward anyone other than Persons was entirely dropped from discussion in the newspapers once Persons made his confession.
Nearly ninety years after the event, it is not possible to make any credible
assertions as to who may have been guilty of the crime, but it seems that the likelihood of Persons being the murderer is no greater than the likelihood that Ford,
Armstrong, or a man never suspected by the authorities was the killer. The Crisis
noted that a white woman was attacked a few days after Rappel's murder by two
unidentified white men.9° The possibility that these men might have been involved in Rappel's murder does not seem ever to have occurred to the authorities.
The Persons lynching is a classic example of what W.Fitzhugh Brundage
calls a mass lynching. Although it is deeply disturbing to acknowledge, there is
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Ell Persons's lynching was unusual in several ways.It was an urban lynching carried out by a cohesive mob that operated over a period of several weeks
and dominated local law enforcement. And yet it was a lynching that easily
could have been prevented. Persons was in custody in the most secure jail in
West Tennessee, which was used to shelter defendants threatened with lynching
in other counties.In the last two years, Julius Morgan and Robert Davis had been
saved from Dyer County lynch mobs and tried in Shelby County. Just four
months before Persons was lynched, Sheriff Tate had quickly and effectively responded to an armed mob of about three hundred men demanding entrance to
the jail. The sheriff called for reinforcements from the police force, drove the
mob away from the jail, and identified and arrested the leader on the spot. Tate
remained all night guarding the jail with over twenty deputies and patrolmen98
Persons should have been safe in the Shelby County jail; certainly once he
in a secure cell in the Nashville jail, he should have been out of danhoused
was
ger. It is clear that local and state officials were well aware by Friday, May 18,
that Persons would be lynched if he was returned to Shelby County without the
protection of the militia; nonetheless, just after midnight on Sunday, May 20,
Persons was returned without protection. There is no way to know exactly how
or why the decision to sacrifice Persons was made,but enough is known to support informed speculation.
Once Persons was in Nashville, officials had to choose between three
courses of action. One was to keep Persons in Nashville until the situation in
Shelby County had calmed somewhat,even if this meant a delay of months.Two
considerations probably persuaded the authorities against this course—the
threat of violence against the sheriff and concern that the "law's delay" might increase the likelihood of other lynchings in the future. The second option was to
call out the militia and provide protection for Persons. The temper of the mob
and the widespread support for a lynching among the white population meant
that this could result in a pitched battle with potential casualties on both sides.
The militia would have prevailed, but probably at a high cost.
The third and worst option was the one chosen. Under the nominal protecof
tion two officers, Persons was sent back to certain capture and death. Did officials enter into a tacit agreement with the "invisible government" to give them
Persons in exchange for the sheriff's safety? Such an explanation is consistent
with the fact that Sheriff Tate initially acted quickly to protect Persons, but two
weeks later practically handed him over to the mob after he himself had been
threatened with lynching. As the Commercial Appeal noted, "The organized
forces of law and order ... dared not say nay to the outraged community."99
However the decision to return Ell Persons was made,the consequence of
that decision was the most brutal lynching ever to take place in Shelby County.
In the aftermath of the lynching, both the Commercial Appeal and the News
Scimitar wrote editorials about the breakdown of law and order and its significance. The News Scimitar, which had congratulated Sheriff Tate for preventing
the lynching of Persons in early May, wrote that lynching always "brings the
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FIGURE 7. Antoinette Rappel's grave, Memphis,Tennessee. Photograph by author.
written law into contempt, and under some circumstances makes a farce of constituted government.... Vengeance for a particular outrage having been satisfied, let 'invisible government' disappear, and let this community now return to
government by its legal authorities.'7too
In an editorial published the day after the lynching, the Commercial Appeal reflected on lynching and the law. Noting that recent events had brought the
community to the point where law ended and anarchy began, the editor argued
that it was impossible to disregard the law and then expect its protection.ml Two
days later, responding to criticism of the lynching in other papers, the Commercial Appeal took a defensive tone. The editor wrote that the lynching was "orderly.... There was no drunkenness, no shooting and no yelling." The paper
noted that the two men implicated by Persons had been questioned and released
by members of the mob, apparently finding in this circumstance evidence of the
fair-mindedness of the mob.102
A third Commercial Appeal editorial carried the heading "Where the
Blame Is," without, however, acknowledging that any blame at all might lie with
the local press for its wildly inflammatory coverage and for announcing the
lynching in advance. The editor focused on the failings of law enforcement officers who, the paper charged, had a longstanding pattern of cooperating with
criminals. The trouble with the lynching was not what happened to Ell Persons,
but the fact that it brought the law into contempt. Although the paper recognized
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that this was a serious matter, the Commercial Appeal had no criticism for the
leaders of the mob. The paper wrote that the mob leaders who "tried" and "acquitted" Armstrong and Ford should "come in and take charge of our courts ...
they might make a better showing for justice than justice has been able to get in
these parts for many years."103
The pieces of Ell Persons's body collected by the authorities lie in an unmarked grave in the old county cemetery.104 Antoinette Rappel's grave in Forest
Hill Cemetery is still marked by the monument paid for with contributions from
members ofthe lynch mob.The place where both were murdered is now a vacant
field by the Wolf River, with nothing to acknowledge the horrible outbursts of
violence that occurred there.

